Guidelines for contributors

The Editors encourage the submission of material for the Social Work Review journal and hope for a diversity of contributions from a variety of writers. Therefore, in addition to ‘journal’ style articles, the following will be considered for publication:

- conference papers
- academic papers
- commentary or soapbox pieces
- policy papers
- descriptions of practice developments
- news articles and press statements.

Authors are welcome to discuss ideas for prospective papers with the Editors.

We are also keen to establish a network of potential reviewers. Please supply your name, address, organisational and professional affiliation and indicate your area/s of expertise.

Copy specifications

All texts must be the original work of the author and not submitted to any other journal. All contributions must be either e-mailed or on a computer disk with a printed hard copy supplied on one side of the page and double-spaced. Contributions should usually not exceed 3,000 words.

It is important the author(s) includes a return address, e-mail address and a contact phone number.

Text structure

The following structure for articles should be observed. Failure to do so may result in the article being returned for information, re-writing or editing.

1. The title should indicate the subject of the article.
2. By-line information should include the author(s) name and a short bibliographical note of up to 50 words.
   A black and white ‘head and shoulders’ photograph is welcomed – the ideal size: 42 mm x 60.5 mm.
3. The intro-paragraph should outline the structure of the text and introduce the main topics covered.
4. Subheadings may be used at frequent intervals (i.e. between 250 and 500 words). They can be indicated by bold type.
5. Tables should ideally be kept to a minimum. Each should be numbered (e.g. Table 1. etc.) and have a self-explanatory title (e.g. A Comparison of Composite Indicators of Modern Welfare States). Careful attention should be paid to the accuracy of figures.
6. Other illustrations are welcome. Cartoons and other illustrations should be in black and white, and relate directly to the article. Please note: For the best reproduction of photographs, cartoons and other illustrations, a good black and white contrast is necessary.
7. Footnotes are acceptable. These should be noted in the text numerically, in superscript¹, and then listed at the end of the paper.
8. Full details of all books, journal articles and the like referred to within the text should be listed in a references section following on from the footnotes at the end of the text. Examples of the reference style required are:
   **Book**
   **Section of book**

**Journal article**


**Newspaper article**


9. When referring to books, journal articles and the like within the text, the style should be as follows.

(Smith, 1999; Jones, 1998)
or Smith (1999) suggested …

10. Sexist language must not be used. This is in line with the ANZASW’s commitment to combating sexism. Furthermore, the Editorial Board reserves the right to reject material which is racist, sexist or discriminates against people on the basis of their class, age, sexuality or disability.

**Editorial process**

All material submitted for publication is peer-reviewed by two reviewers. As a result of the review process the Editors may suggest some rewriting to improve the article’s readability, clarity, or value.

The Editors also reserve the right to edit text as necessary. Authors should, therefore, indicate text which can be deleted if necessary.

The Editors will highlight paragraphs or quotes from the main text as considered appropriate, although authors may indicate paragraphs they prefer to be highlighted.
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